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Abstract

Advantages of self-reconfigurable modular
robots over conventional robots include physical
adaptability, robustness in the presence of
failures, and economies of scale. Creating
control software for modular robots is one of the
central challenges to realizing their potential
advantages. Modular robots differ enough from
traditional robots that new techniques must be
found to create software to control them. The
novel difficulties are due to the fact that modular
robots are ideally controlled in a decentralized
manner, dynamically change their connectivity
topology, may contain hundreds or thousands of
modules, and are expected to perform tasks
properly even when some modules fail. We
demonstrate the use of genetic programming to
automatically create distributed controllers for
self-reconfigurable modular robots.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modular hardware that can reconfigure itself is usually
referred to as a self-reconfigurable modular robot
however little it resembles the common view of what a
robot is. A self-reconfigurable modular robot is composed
of many identical modules. Each module has its own
power, computation, memory, motors, and sensors. The
modules can attach to and detach from each other.
Individual modules on their own can do little, but the
robot, using the capabilities of the individual modules,
can reconfigure itself to perform different tasks as needed.
Advantages of self-reconfigurable modular robots include
physical adaptability to varying tasks and environments,
robustness since identical modules can replace each other
in the event of failure, and economies of scale in the
manufacturing process. Physical implementations of
modular robots include CMU’s I-cubes [Ünsal 2000],

USC-ISI’s Spider Link Models [CONRO], Dartmouth’s
Molecular Robots [Kotay 1998] and Crystalline Robots
[Rus 1999], MSU’s Reconfigurable Adaptable MicroRobot [Tummala 1999], John’s Hopkin’s University’s
Metamorphic Robots [Pamecha 1996], as well as Xerox
PARC’s PolyBot [Yim 2000], and Proteo robots [Bojinov
2000].
The problem of developing effective software for modular
robots is recognized as one of the central challenges to the
development of practical self-reconfigurable modular
robots. The ultimate aim is to have the software
completely decentralized and completely autonomous, so
that tasks can be performed without reference to a central
controller, whether human or machine. The hope is that
eventually hundreds, or even millions, of modules will
work together. Decentralized control takes advantage of
the computational power of the individual modules and
requires less communication bandwidth. All modules run
the same program, but behave differently depending on
individual sensor values, internal state, and messages
received from nearby modules. The challenge is to design
software that acts at the local level but achieves useful
global behavior.
Our approach uses evolutionary techniques to generate
such software. This approach is particularly general and
adaptive due to mechanisms analogous to variation,
selection, and retention in biology. There are several
advantages of evolutionary techniques over current
methods. To begin with, our approach generates the
software automatically. Secondly, it is a general method
that can generate software for different task types.
Thirdly, it can design decentralized controllers that are
robust against module failures, changing environmental
conditions, unknown environmental details, and varying
initial conditions of the modular robots themselves.
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RELATED WORK

Almost no work has been done on developing
decentralized control software for modular robots.
Bojinov, et al. [Bojinov 2000] at Xerox PARC hand-

coded local control algorithms for a self-assembling robot
made of rhombic dodecahedrons for two types of
problems: reconfiguring in response to weight, and
reconfiguring to grasp an object of unknown size and
shape. Yim, et al. [Yim 1997] at Xerox PARC handcoded a local algorithm to enable the same kind of robot
to reconfigure into any specified goal configuration.
Bonabeau, et al. [Bonabeau 1999] describe work in which
local rules for reconfiguration of other types of modular
robots were hand-coded.
A small amount of centralized control software has been
developed. Casal and Yim [Casal 1999] at Xerox PARC
use a central controller for finding global strategies to
achieve a desired configuration. Researchers at
Dartmouth Robotics Lab [Rus 1999], [Kotay 1998] have a
global automated planning algorithm for their Crystalline
Robots to move from one configuration to another.
Pamecha et al. [Pamecha 1997] of Johns Hopkins
University, Robot Kinematics and Motion Planning Lab
used simulated annealing to find “near-optimal” global
methods for getting their “metamorphic robots” from one
configuration to another.

3

EXPERIMENTS

For our experiments, we wrote a simulator for the selfreconfigurable modular robots designed and built by
Pamecha, et al. at Johns Hopkins University [Pamecha
1996]. The square modules move in a two dimensional
plane by sliding against each other (Figure 1). A module
cannot move at all unless it is connected to another
module that it can push or pull against. Each module
occupies one grid unit in the simulated world, and all
moves are in whole grid units. We add sensing,
communication, and processing capabilities that were not
implemented in the modules built by Pamecha, et al.
3.1

THE ROBOT MODULES

Each square robot module occupies one grid location in
the world. The state of a module includes its location, the
most recent messages received from adjacent modules in
each of eight directions, the values of its sensors, the
values in its four memory locations, whether or not the
module is broken, and its facing direction.
3.1.1

Directions

Directions are encoded as real values in [0.0, 1.0), where
direction 0.0 is the robot module’s positive x axis, and
direction values increase going around counter clockwise.
The direction values used by each robot module are local
to that module’s own frame of reference. The direction
that a robot module is facing in the world is always
direction 0.0 in the robot module’s frame of reference.
Direction 0.25 is 90 degrees to the left of where it is
facing in the world, etc.

Figure 1 : Photograph of the physical hardware for
two self-reconfigurable modules [Pamecha 1996].
Reprinted by permission  ASME.
3.1.2

Sensors

Each module has eight sensors for detecting other robot
modules, and eight sensors for detecting walls and
obstacles. The eight directions for sensors are: 0.0 = east,
0.125 = northeast, 0.25 = north, 0.375 = northwest, 0.5=
west, 0.625 = southwest, 0.75 = south, and 0.875 =
southeast. A module’s sensor readings are in units of
intensity in [0.0, 1.0], where the intensity is the inverse of
the distance to the thing sensed; zero means that the thing
was not sensed at all, and one means that the thing was
sensed in the immediately adjacent grid location.
3.1.3

Movement

Robot modules are able to move only in the four
directions: east, north, west, and south. A robot module
cannot move by itself; it can only move by sliding against
an adjacent robot module.
To slide, a robot module can push itself against another
robot module that is adjacent to it at 90 degrees from the
direction of motion as demonstrated in Figure 2.
Similarly, a robot module can pull against another robot
module that is diagonally adjacent to it in the direction of
motion. The pulling style of move is demonstrated in
Figure 2 by considering step 2 as the initial configuration,
and considering step 1 as the result of the move.
Robot modules can initiate two different types of moves
to reconfigure the robot. A “single” move is the
movement of a single robot module, and it succeeds if and
only if that robot module is moving into an empty grid
location and there is a module to push or pull against. A
“line” move is the movement of an entire line of robot
modules, and it succeeds if and only if the front-most
module in the line is moving into an empty grid location,
and there is a module to push or pull against. A line move
can be initiated by any robot module in a line of robot
modules.

Figure 2 : Diagram of the basic MoveSingle
operation for the self-reconfigurable robot modules
used for the experiments in this paper. Before the
MoveSingle, the two modules share a connected
edge (step 1), and then after the MoveSingle the
two modules are still connected at a shared corner
(step 2). Reprinted by permission  ASME.
3.2

For each problem, we use 9 robot modules arranged in a
3x3 square at the beginning of each fitness evaluation.
The robot is simulated in a square world 40 units on a
side. A solid wall of impenetrable obstacles surrounds the
entire world (Figures 3a-d).
Passage Problem

The robot must find the narrow, winding passage (Figure
3b) that divides the world and travel through this passage
as quickly as possible. The robot is initially located at the
bottom center of the world. The order in which the
modules are placed and the initial facing direction for
each module are determined randomly at the beginning of
the run, and held constant for all fitness evaluations.
3.2.2

Switchback Problem

The robot must find the narrow switchback passage
(Figure 3a) that divides the world, and navigate through
this passage as quickly as possible. Solving this problem
requires avoiding getting stuck in the local optimum
inside of the passage. For each fitness evaluation, the
modules are placed in numerical order and the initial
facing directions are set randomly.
3.2.3

(b)

THE PROBLEMS

We solved six problems to demonstrate how our uniform
approach can be easily targeted to produce distributed
controllers that achieve different objectives.

3.2.1

(a)

Passage and Carry Broken Module Problem

The robot begins with one broken module in its
configuration. It must carry this broken module as it
accomplishes the task of finding and passing through the
narrow passage (Figure 3b) as quickly as possible. The
modules have a sensor to detect broken modules. The
broken modules cannot move or send or receive
messages. The initial placement of the modules is the
same as in the switchback problem.

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: a) The world for the switchback
problem showing the switchback passage and the
initial location of the robot modules at the bottom
of the world. b) The world for the passage-and
eject-broken-module problem and the passageand-carry-broken-module problem showing the
narrow passage and the initial location of the
robot modules at the bottom of the world,
including the darker broken module in the center
of the robot. c) The world for the bridge problem
showing the narrow passage containing the seven
by two rectangle where the robot modules cannot
initiate moves but must be moved by other
modules outside the rectangle. The modules must
get across the rectangle and move to the top of the
world. d) The world for the move-to-goal
problem showing one of the 36 worlds with
randomly placed obstacles, a darker goal in the
lower left corner of the world, and the initial
location of the robot modules in the center of the
world.
3.2.4

Passage and Eject Broken Module Problem

The robot begins with one broken module in its
configuration. It must eject this module out of the
configuration as soon as possible, and then find and pass
through the narrow passage (Figure 3b) as quickly as
possible. The modules have a sensor to detect broken
modules. The broken modules cannot move or send or
receive messages. The initial placement of the modules is
the same as in the switchback problem.
3.2.5

Bridge Problem

Modules inside a rectangular area cannot initiate moves
so they must be moved by other modules outside the
rectangle. The rectangle is seven rows high and two
columns wide and can be thought of as a gap in the terrain

that the robot can only get across by building a bridge out
of its modules, and pushing or pulling those modules from
either side of the gap. The robot must find the gap (Figure
3c) and get across it to the top of the world. The robot is
initially located at the center of the world configured in a
3x3 square. For each fitness evaluation, the modules are
placed in numerical order and initially face east.
3.2.6

Move to Goal Problem

The robot must move from the center of each of 36
worlds, around randomly placed obstacles, to a goal
which is placed at a different location in each world.
Figure 3d shows one of the 36 worlds used for this
problem. The robot modules can detect the goal direction.
The modules are initially configured in a 3x3 square at the
center of the world. In each of the worlds, the modules are
placed in numerical order and initially face east.
3.3

•

(ReadMessage direction) reads the real-valued

•

(ReadSensorSelf direction) reads the intensity

•

(ReadSensorSelfBroken direction) reads the

•

(ReadSensorWall direction) reads the intensity

•

(Rotate direction) rotates the robot module by
the amount direction. This does not physically

FUNCTION SET

The following basic function set is used in all six
problems presented in this paper.
BASIC_FUNCTION_SET = {MoveSingle, MoveLine,
Rotate,
ReadMessage,
SendMessage,
ReadSensorSelf, ReadSensorWall, GetMemory,
SetMemory, And, If, Less, Divide, Modulus}

Two of the problems use one additional function. The
passage-and-eject-broken-module problem and the
passage-and-carry-broken-module problem add to the
basic
function
set
a
function
called
readSensorSelfBroken.

(GetMemory index) gets the current value of the

•

(MoveLine direction) causes an entire line of

•

causes the current
robot module to move in the relative direction
direction if it can move. The module can move if
and only if it is not blocked by any other object, and
there is another robot module adjacent to it that it can
push or pull against. This function returns true if the
line of modules is able to move, and false otherwise.
(MoveSingle

direction)

intensity value of the SelfBroken sensor. Intensity is
the inverse of the distance to the closest broken robot
module at the relative direction direction. The
intensity is zero if there is no broken robot module in
that direction, and the intensity is 1 if there is a
broken robot module in the adjacent square. This
function returns the intensity value.
value of the wall sensor. Intensity is the inverse of the
distance to the wall or obstacle in the relative
direction direction. The intensity is zero if there is
no wall or obstacle in that direction, and the intensity
is 1 if there is a wall block in the adjacent square.
This function returns the intensity value.

•

(SendMessage message direction) sends
the real-valued message message from the sending
module to an adjacent module (if any) in the direction
direction, relative to the frame of reference of the
sending module. The direction is interpreted mod
1, and then rounded to the nearest eighth to indicate
one of the eight adjacent grid locations. This function
returns the value of the message sent.

•

(SetMemory index value) sets the value of the
robot module’s memory numbered index to value.
This function returns value.

robot module’s memory numbered index. This
function returns the value of the memory.
robot modules to move in the relative direction
direction if they can. The line of modules to move
is the connected line of modules collinear with the
current module in the relative direction direction
of the current module. The line of modules can move
if and only if the front-most module in the line is not
blocked by an immovable wall or obstacle and there
is another module adjacent to the line that it can push
or pull against. This function returns true if the line of
modules is able to move, and false otherwise.

value of the self sensor. Intensity is the inverse of the
distance to the closest robot module at the relative
direction direction. The intensity is zero if there is
no robot module in that direction, and the intensity is
1 if there is a module in the adjacent square. This
function returns the intensity value.

move the module, it just resets the internal state of
the robot module’s internal facing direction. This
function returns the value of direction.

Each of these functions are explained below except for
the common functions And, Divide, If, Less, and
Modulus.
•

message from the adjacent module (if any) that is
location at the relative direction direction to the
receiving module. The direction is interpreted
mod 1, and then rounded to the nearest eighth to
indicate one of the eight adjacent grid locations. This
function returns the value of the message read.

3.4

TERMINAL SET

The following terminal set is used by all the problems
presented in this paper except the move-to-goal problem.
BASIC_TERMINAL_SET = {GetTurn, 0.0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, -1.0}

The terminal set for the move-to-goal problem has three
additional terminals.

BASIC
GoalX,

3.5.2

(GetTurn) returns the current value of the “turn”

3.5.3

MOVE_TO_GOAL_TERMINAL_SET
=
_TERMINAL_SET
+
{GoalDirection,
GoalY}

An explanation for each of the terminals follows.
•

variable for the simulation. The “turn” variable is set
to zero at the beginning of the simulation and is
incremented each time all of the robot’s modules are
executed.

•

Six constant-valued terminals 0.0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and –1.0 are given. Program
trees can use arithmetic to create other numerical
values.

•

(GoalDirection) returns the direction number

•

(GoalX) returns the X distance from the current

•

(GoalY) returns the Y distance from the current

corresponding to the direction from the current robot
module to the goal in the module’s frame of
reference.
module to the goal in the module’s frame of
reference.
module to the goal in the module’s frame of
reference.

3.5

FITNESS

The fitness for each of the six problems is computed by
running a simulation of the robot’s actions in the world.
The simulation is run for a predetermined number of
turns. In each turn, the evolved program tree is executed
one time for each module, as shown in this code
fragment:
for (turn = 0; turn < maxTurns; turn++)
for (module = 0; module < maxModules; module++)
programTree.eval(module);
While executing the program tree for a single module, the
sensor readings, the primitives that access the internal
state of the modules, and the movement primitives are all
executed for that one module. The simulation for the
bridge problem was run for 160 turns. For the other four
problems, the simulation was run for 120 turns. At the
beginning of each fitness evaluation, the values of the
communication receive buffers and the values in all the
robot’s memory locations are initialized to zero.
3.5.1

Passage Problem

The fitness is the sum of penalties computed after each
module is executed in each turn of the simulation. The
penalty is the sum of the distances of all the robot
modules to the top of the exit row of the passage. This
fitness function penalizes the distances of all the modules
at each point in the simulation, so it rewards the robot for
solving the problem quickly.

Switchback Problem

The fitness is computed in the same way as in the passage
problem.
Passage and Carry Broken Module Problem

The fitness is computed in the same way as in the passage
problem. One of the modules is broken so it cannot
initiate a move or communicate with other modules.
Solving this problem requires the robot to carry the
broken module through the passage.
3.5.4

Passage and Eject Broken Module Problem

The fitness function has the same penalties for the
working modules as passage problem. The contribution to
fitness for the broken module is the distance between the
broken module and the bottom of the world. This penalty
is added to the fitness function after each module is
simulated, so the robot is rewarded for ejecting the broken
module quickly.
3.5.5

Bridge Problem

The fitness is computed at the end of the simulation. The
fitness is the sum of the distances between each module
and the top of the world. The robot must configure itself
into a bridge in order to cross the gap.
3.5.6

Move to Goal Problem

The fitness is computed at the end of the simulation, and
combines two penalties. The first penalty rewards the
robot for getting close to the goal by taking the average
percentage distance remaining between each robot’s
starting location and the goal. The second penalty
penalizes the robot for getting disconnected by taking the
percentage of modules that are disconnected from the
closest connected group of modules to the goal. The
fitness is the first penalty plus twice the second penalty.
3.6

PARAMETERS

The parameter values for all six problems are the same
except for population size. Population sizes for each
problem are given in the results section. The crossover
and mutation rates are 99%, and 1% respectively.
Crossover selects nodes uniformly from all the nodes in a
tree. We use the generational breeding model with
tournament selection, and a tournament size of 7. Elitism
is used, which insures that the most fit individual in each
generation is cloned into the next generation. The method
for creating program trees in generation 0 and in mutation
operations is the “full” method [Koza 1992]. The
maximum depth for program trees in generation 0 is 6.
The maximum depth for program trees created by
crossover and mutation is 10. The maximum depth of
subtrees created by mutation is 4. We use strongly typed
genetic programming [Haynes 1995].

3.7

PARALLELIZATION

The population is divided into semi-isolated
subpopulations called demes following Wright [Wright
1943]. Breeding is panmictic within each deme, and rare
between demes. The parallelization scheme is the
distributed asynchronous island approach [Koza 1999].
The communication topology between the demes is a
toroidal grid with periodic boundary conditions. Each
processor communicates only with its four nearest
neighbors. At the end of each generation, 2% of the
population is selected at random to migrate in each of the
four cardinal directions.
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4.1

RESULTS
SWITCHBACK PROBLEM

This problem was run with 20 demes and 2,500
individuals per deme, for a total population of 50,000.
This problem solved on its one and only run.
The best program evolved for this problem has a fitness of
12,770 and appeared in generation 156 of the run. This
program has 73 instructions.
The qualitative behavior of this evolved controller is as
follows. The modules quickly aligned their facing
directions to all face East as they used MoveLine to head
towards the passage. They moved efficiently toward the
passage opening and down the first leg of the passage.
The remaining motion was still fairly efficient, with just
occasional backtracking. The robot stayed in one piece
until it began to go round the third bend, at which point it
split into two pieces, the one in front containing 3
modules, the one in back 6. A few moves later two of the
modules in back broke off from the group of six and
joined up with the front group of 3 just as they exited the
passage. The remaining four modules exited the passage
together.
The modules faced East down the first leg of the passage,
and north while moving along the first jog, in both cases
facing 90 degrees away from the primary direction of
motion. Similarly along the third leg, the modules faced
West. For the final two legs the facing directions among
the different modules were not consistent.
4.2

PASSAGE AND CARRY BROKEN MODULE
PROBLEM

This problem was run with 6 demes and 2,500 individuals
per deme, for a total population of 15,000. This problem
solved on its one and only run.
The best program evolved for this problem has a fitness of
7786 and appeared in generation 476 of the run. This
program has 65 instructions.
The modules align to face East while moving straight
North. Once they hit the wall, they move East towards the
passage opening, still remaining in a 3 x 3 formation.

Once they reach the passage opening, one module moves
to the left of the opening while the others go inside the
passage. The module to the left of the opening later
pushes the broken module into the passage. These two
modules plus a third became disconnected from the rest of
the robot before entering the passage, but join up with the
others within the first leg. Along the second leg, the
broken module is first pulled away from the corner by a
module in front using a MoveLine, then three modules
line up behind to help push it along. The broken module is
again pulled by a module into the final leg and then
pushed by modules behind it.
4.3

PASSAGE AND EJECT BROKEN MODULE
PROBLEM

This problem was run with 4 demes and 2,500 individuals
per deme, for a total population of 10,000. This problem
solved on its one and only run.
The best program evolved for this problem has a fitness of
17,343 and appeared in generation 29 of the run. This
program has 63 instructions.
The robot initially moves East in a 3 x 3 formation until it
is in line with the passage opening. Most of the modules
head straight to the passage opening, but the three
Southwest modules break off from the rest. The
southmost module pushes the broken module forward
twice before going around it to the left, and another
module pulls it forward once, so the end state is not
completely optimal. All of the modules face North once
they have left the broken module behind. The robot is in
three pieces as it enters the passage. Within the passage
the groups reconnect, but separate again into two groups
before leaving the passage.
4.4

BRIDGE PROBLEM

This problem was run with 4 demes and 4,000 individuals
per deme, for a total population of 16,000. This problem
solved on its one and only run.
The best program evolved for this problem has a fitness of
9 and appeared in generation 60 of the run. This program
has 49 instructions.
The robot remains in a 3x3 formation as it heads straight
North to the wall and then West to the gap opening. The
front row enters the gap one by one, as other modules
move forward to the wall. The modules cross the gap in
single file. Once on the other side, the frontmost module
moves left so that it can pull the others across. The robot
stays in on piece until it has crossed the gap (that is the
only way it can solve the problem). The robot then breaks
into two pieces before forming a single line against the
North wall. The modules face East throughout.

4.5

MOVE TO GOAL PROBLEM

Move Primitive Study

This problem was run with 1 deme of 2,000 individuals.
The problem was run 20 times, and we report here on the
best solution found of those 20 runs.

This program first tries to move the current module in the
goal direction. If that succeeds the program is done.
Otherwise, the program rotates the module 90 degrees to
the left and attempts a MoveOne. If the MoveOne
succeeds, the module then also attempts a MoveLine in
the goal direction. If the MoveOne fails, the module
attempts a MoveLine in the direction of the X
displacement to the goal. If the MoveLine succeeds, the
module then rotates 90 degrees to the left.

5

COMPARISONS

We performed 6 sets of comparative runs for the passage
problem to determine the effects of changing various run
parameters. All runs used a population of 3000. The base
case for all comparisons consisted of 40 runs of the
passage problem as described above.

70
60
Percent solved

The best program evolved for this problem has a fitness of
0.1248 and appeared in generation 20 of the run. This
program has 16 instructions.

80

50

base
No Move One

40

No Move Line

30
20
10
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Generation

Figure 4 : The percentage of runs solved by
generation for the base case runs, the runs without
MoveOne in the function set, and the runs without
MoveLine.
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CONCLUSIONS

The first study involved 37 runs of the passage problem
with the MoveOne primitive removed from the function
set. The second study involved 40 runs of the passage
problem with the MoveLine primitive removed. As can be
seen in Figure 4, by generation 100, 45% of the base case
runs had solved, 73% of the runs without the MoveOne
function had solved, and only 5% of the runs without the
MoveLine function had solved. The MoveOne function
represents the raw basic moving capability of the
hardware, whereas the MoveLine function is a higher
level movement abstraction. The results illustrate the
advantage of including higher level movement
abstractions.

The fifth study involved 48 runs of the passage problem
with the Prog2 function added to the function set. The
sixth study involved 37 runs of the passage problem with
the following six functions added to the function set:
Add, Sub, Mult, GreaterThanOrEqual, Or, and
Not. As can be seen in Figure 6, the addition of the
Prog2 function was some advantage in the middle

generations, but by generation 100 there was little
difference compared to the base case. The runs with the
additional six functions kept pace with the base case up
through generation 60, but then fell behind.

Primitives Study
50
45
40
35
Percent Solved

The third study involved 40 runs of the passage problem
using 100% mutation and no crossover, while the fourth
study used 90% crossover and 10% cloning in 47 runs. As
can be seen in Figure 5, by generation 100, 67.5% of the
runs without crossover had solved, 55.3% of the runs with
10% cloning had solved, compared to only 45% of the
base cases. We do not know why crossover was not
helpful for this particular problem.

30

base

25

Prog2

20

Lots Of Primitives

15
10
5
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Generation

Figure 6 : The percentage of runs solved by
generation for the base case runs, the runs with Prog2
added, and the runs with six additional functions.

The enormous increase in difficulty for the passage
problem when the MoveLine function was removed
suggests that higher level movement functions beyond the
basic single module move directly supported by the
hardware are important for this type of problem. We plan
to investigate whether genetic programming can discover
such higher level movement functions automatically using
Automatically Defined Functions [Koza 1994].
None of the solutions exploited the communications
capabilities provided; none used both SendMessage and
GetMessage. Either the tasks we attempted were too
simple for communication to be helpful, or the
capabilities we provided need to be redesigned in order to
be useful.
We have demonstrated the automatic design of distributed
controllers that are capable of correctly completing a task
even when one of the robot modules is broken. We have
demonstrated two different ways that broken modules can
be handled: carrying the broken module as part of the
configuration, and reconfiguring to remove the broken
module. We have demonstrated a uniform approach for
automatic distributed controller design that can be used
for several different kinds of problems.

[Casal 1999] Arancha Casal, Mark Yim, "SelfReconfiguration Planning for a Class of Modular Robots",
Proceedings of SPIE'99, Volume 3839.
[Haynes 1995] Thomas Haynes, Roger Wainwright,
Sandip Sen, Dale Schoenfeld, “Strongly Typed genetic
Programming in Evolving Cooperation Strategies”, in
Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on
Genetic Algorithms, San Francisco, CA: Morgan
Kaufmann. 271 - 278.
[Koza 1992] John R. Koza, Genetic Programming: On
the Programming of Computers by Means of Natural
Selection. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
[Koza 1994] John R. Koza, Genetic Programming II:
Automatic Discovery of Reusable Programs. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press.
[Koza 1999] John R. Koza, Forrest H Bennett III, David
Andre, Martin A. Keane, Genetic Programming III:
Darwinian Invention and Problem Solving, Morgan
Genetic Operator Studies
80
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FUTURE WORK

We will apply our basic approach to a variety of
modular robots, including three dimensional modules and
modules that use non-sliding moves such as compression
and expansion moves [Rus 1999], and rotational moves
[Bojinov 2000].
We have used small numbers of modules in these
experiments. Larger systems are of greater interest. The
simulation times for the fitness evaluation for much larger
systems can be too long to be practical. We will
investigate techniques for evolving controllers that extend
correctly to robots with larger numbers of modules.
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